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We present a natural greedy algorithm for the metri un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem and use the method of dual tting to
analyze its approximation ratio, whi h turns out to be 1.861. The running time of our algorithm is O(m log m), where m is the total number
of edges in the underlying omplete bipartite graph between ities and
fa ilities. We use our algorithm to improve re ent results for some variants of the problem, su h as the fault tolerant and outlier versions. In
addition, we introdu e a new variant whi h an be seen as a spe ial ase
of the on ave ost version of this problem.

Abstra t.

1 Introdu tion
A large fra tion of the theory of approximation algorithms, as we know
it today, is built around the theory of linear programming, whi h o ers
the two fundamental algorithm design te hniques of rounding and the
primal{dual s hema (see [18℄). It also o ers the method of dual tting for
analyzing ombinatorial algorithms. The latter has been used on perhaps
the most entral problem of this theory, the set over problem [13, 4℄.
Although this method appears to be quite basi , to our knowledge, it
does not seem to have found use outside of the set over problem and
its generalizations [15℄. Perhaps the most important ontribution of this
paper is to apply this method to the fundamental metri un apa itated
fa ility lo ation problem.
The method an be des ribed as follows, assuming a minimization
problem: The basi algorithm is ombinatorial { in the ase of set over
it is in fa t a simple greedy algorithm. Using the linear programming
relaxation of the problem and its dual, one shows that the primal integral
solution found by the algorithm is fully paid for by the dual omputed;
however, the dual is infeasible. The main step in the analysis onsists of
dividing the dual by a suitable fa tor and showing that the shrunk dual

is feasible, i.e., it ts into the given instan e. The shrunk dual is then a
lower bound on OPT, and the fa tor is the approximation guarantee of
the algorithm.
Our ombinatorial algorithm for the metri un apa itated fa ility loation problem is a simple greedy algorithm. It is a small modi ation of
Ho hbaum's greedy algorithm for this problem [7℄. The latter was in fa t
the rst approximation for this problem, with an approximation guarantee of O(log n). In ontrast, our greedy algorithm a hieves an approximation ratio of 1.861 and has a running time of O(m log m), where m is
the number of edges of the underlying omplete bipartite graph between
ities and fa ilities, i.e., m = n  n , where n is the number of ities
and n is the number of fa ilities. Although this approximation fa tor is
not the best known for this problem, our algorithm is natural and simple, and a hieves the best approximation ratio within the same running
time. For a metri de ned by a sparse graph, Thorup [17℄ has obtained a
(3 + o(1))-approximation algorithm with running time O~ (jE j).
The rst onstant fa tor approximation algorithm for this problem
was given by Shmoys, Tardos, and Aardal [16℄. Later, the fa tor was improved by Chudak and Shmoys [3℄ to 1 + 2=e. This was the best known
algorithm until the re ent work of Charikar and Guha [1℄, who slightly
improved the fa tor to 1.728. The above mentioned algorithms are based
on LP-rounding, and therefore have high running times. Jain and Vazirani [9℄ gave a primal{dual algorithm, a hieving a fa tor of 3, and having
the same running time as ours (we will refer to this as the JV algorithm).
Their algorithm was adapted for solving several related problems su h as
the fault-tolerant and outlier versions, and the k-median problem [9, 10,
2℄. Mettu and Plaxton [14℄ used a restatement of the JV algorithm for
the on-line median problem.
Strategies based on lo al sear h and greedy improvement for fa ility
lo ation problem have also been studied. The work of Korupolu et. al. [11℄
shows that a simple lo al sear h heuristi proposed by Kuehn and Hamburger [12℄ yields a onstant fa tor approximation for the fa ility lo ation
problem. Guha and Khuller [5℄ showed that greedy improvement an be
used as a post-pro essing step to improve the approximation guarantee
of ertain fa ility lo ation algorithms. The best approximation ratio for
fa ility lo ation [1℄ was obtained by ombining the JV algorithm, greedy
augmentation, and the best LP-based algorithm known. They also ombined greedy improvement and ost s aling to improve the fa tor of the
JV algorithm. They proposed two algorithms with approximation fa tors
of 2:41 +  and 1:853 and running times of O~ (n2 =) and O~ (n3 ) respe f
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tively, where n is the total number of verti es of the underlying graph.
Regarding hardness results, Guha and Khuller [5℄ showed that the best
approximation fa tor that we an get for this problem is 1.463, assuming
NP 6 DT IME [n (log log ) ℄.
Our greedy algorithm is quite similar to the greedy set over algorithm: iteratively pi k the most ost-e e tive hoi e at ea h step, where
ost-e e tiveness is measured as the ratio of the ost in urred to the
number of new ities served. In order to use LP-duality to analyze this
algorithm, we give an alternative des ription whi h an be seen as a modi ation of the JV algorithm. This algorithm onstru ts a primal and dual
solution of equal ost. Let us denote the dual by . In general, may
be infeasible. We write a linear program that aptures the worst ase ratio, R, by whi h may be infeasible. We then nd a feasible solution to
the dual of this latter LP having obje tive fun tion value 1.861, thereby
showing that R  1:861. Therefore, 1 861 is a dual feasible solution to the
fa ility lo ation LP, and hen e a lower bound on the ost of an optimal
solution to the fa ility lo ation problem. As a onsequen e, the approximation guarantee of our algorithm is 1:861.
We have run our algorithm on randomly generated instan es to obtain
experimental results. The ost of the integral solution found is ompared
against the solution of the LP-relaxation of the problem. The results are
good: The error is at most 7:1%.
We also use our algorithm to improve some re ent results for some
variants of the problem. In the fa ility lo ation problem with outliers we
are not required to onne t all ities to some open fa ilities. In the robust
version of this variant we are asked to hoose l ities and onne t the
rest of them to some open fa ilities. In fa ility lo ation with penalties we
an either onne t a ity to a fa ility, or pay a spe i ed penalty. Both
versions were motivated by ommer ial appli ations, and were proposed
by Charikar et al. [2℄. In this paper we will modify our algorithm to obtain
a fa tor 2 approximation algorithm for these versions, improving the best
known result of fa tor 3.
In the fault tolerant variant, ea h ity has a spe i ed number of fa ilities it should be onne ted to. This problem was proposed in [10℄ and the
best fa tor known is 2.47 [6℄. We an show that we an a hieve a fa tor
1.861 algorithm, when all ities have the same onne tivity requirement.
In addition, we introdu e a new variant whi h an be seen as a spe ial
ase of the on ave ost version of this problem: the ost of opening a
fa ility at a lo ation is spe i ed and it an serve exa tly one ity. In adO

n
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dition, a setup ost is harged the very rst time a fa ility is opened at a
given lo ation.
Re ently, Jain, Mahdian, and Saberi [8℄ have shown that a small modi ation of our greedy algorithm, analyzed using dual tting, a hieves an
approximation fa tor of 1.61. This be omes the urrent best fa tor for
the metri un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem. The running time of
their algorithm is higher than ours, and is O(n3 ).

2 The Algorithm
Before stating the algorithm, we give a formal de nition of the problem.
Metri un apa itated fa ility lo ation: Let G be a bipartite graph
with bipartition (F; C ), where F is the set of fa ilities and C is the set of
ities. Suppose also that jC j = n and jF j = n . Thus, the total number
of verti es in the graph is n = n + n and the total number of edges is
m = n  n . Let f be the ost of opening fa ility i, and be the ost
of onne ting ity j to fa ility i. The onne tion osts satisfy the triangle
inequality. We want to nd a subset I  F of fa ilities that should be
opened and a fun tion  : C ! I assigning ities to open fa ilities, that
minimizes the total ost of opening fa ilities and onne ting ities to them.
In the following algorithm we use a notion of ost-e e tiveness. For
ea h pair (i; C 0 ), where i is a fa ility and C 0  C is a subset of ities, we
) /jC 0 j .
de ne its ost-e e tiveness to be (f + 2
f
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Algorithm 1

1. In the beginning all ities are un onne ted and all fa ilities are losed.
2. While C 6= ;:
{ Among all pairs of fa ilities and subsets of C , nd the most ost
e e tive one, (i; C 0 ), open fa ility i, if it is not already open, and
onne t all ities in C 0 to i.
{ Set f := 0, C := C n C 0 .
i

Note that a fa ility an be hosen again after being opened, but its opening ost is ounted only on e sin e we set f to zero after the rst time the
fa ility is pi ked by the algorithm. As far as ities are on erned, every
ity j is removed from C , when onne ted to an open fa ility, and is not
taken into onsideration again. Also, noti e that although the number of
pairs of fa ilities and subsets of ities is exponentially large, in ea h iteration the most ost-e e tive pair an be found in polynomial time. For
ea h fa ility i, we an sort the ities in in reasing order of their onne tion ost to i. It an be easily seen that the most ost-e e tive pair will
i

onsist of a fa ility and a set, ontaining the rst k ities in this order,
for some k.
The idea of ost-e e tiveness essentially stems from a similar notion
in the greedy algorithm for the set over problem. In that algorithm, the
ost e e tiveness of a set S is de ned to be the ost of S over the number
of un overed elements in S . In ea h iteration, the algorithm pi ks the most
ost-e e tive set until all elements are overed. The most ost-e e tive
set an be found either by using dire t omputation, or by using the dual
program of the linear programming formulation for the problem. The
dual program an also be used to prove the approximation fa tor of the
algorithm. Similarly, we will use the LP-formulation of fa ility lo ation
to analyze our algorithm. As we will see, the dual formulation of the
problem helps us to understand the nature of the problem and the greedy
algorithm.
Consider the following integer program for this problem. In this program y is an indi ator variable denoting whether fa ility i is open, and
x is an indi ator variable denoting whether ity j is onne ted to fa ility
i. The rst onstraint ensures that ea h ity is onne ted to at least one
fa ility and the se ond that this fa ility should be open.
i
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The LP-relaxation of this program an be obtained if we allow x and y
to be non-negative real numbers. The dual program of the LP-relaxation
will then be
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There is an intuitive way of interpreting the dual variables. We an think
of as the ontribution of ity j . This ontribution goes towards opening
some fa ility and onne ting ity j to it. Using the inequalities of the dual
)  f : We an now see how
program, we will have 2 max(0;
the dual variables an help us nd the most ost-e e tive pair in ea h
iteration of the greedy algorithm: if we start raising the dual variables of
all un onne ted ities simultaneously, the most ost-e e tive pair (i; C 0 )
) = f : Hen e we an
will be the rst pair for whi h 2 max(0;
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restate Algorithm 1 based on the above observation. This is in omplete
analogy to the greedy algorithm and its restatement using LP-formulation
for set- over.
Algorithm 2

1. We introdu e a notion of time, so that ea h event an be asso iated
with the time at whi h it happened. The algorithm starts at time 0.
Initially, ea h ity is de ned to be un onne ted, all fa ilities are losed,
and is set to 0 for every j.
2. While C 6= ;, for every ity j 2 C , in rease the parameter simultaneously, until one of the following events o urs (if two events o ur
at the same time, we pro ess them in arbitrary order).
(a) For some un onne ted ity j , and some open fa ility i,
= .
In this ase, onne t ity j to fa ility i and remove j from C.
) = f : This
(b) For some losed fa ility i, we have 2 max(0;
means that the total ontribution of the ities is suÆ ient to open
fa ility i. In this ase, open this fa ility, and for every un onne ted
ity j with  , onne t j to i, and remove it from C.
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In ea h iteration of algorithm 1 the pro ess of opening a fa ility and
onne ting some ities to it an be thought of as an event. It is easy to
prove the following theorem by indu tion.
Theorem 1.

The events exe uted by algorithms 1 and 2 are identi al.

Algorithm 2 an also be seen as a modi ation of JV algorithm [9℄. The
only di eren e is that in JV algorithm ities, when onne ted to an open
fa ility, are not ex luded from C , hen e they might ontribute towards
opening several fa ilities. Due to this fa t they have a se ond leanup
phase, in whi h some of the already open fa ilities will be losed down.

3 Analysis of the Algorithm
In this se tion we will give an LP-based analysis of the algorithm. As
stated before, the ontribution of ea h ity goes towards opening at most
one fa ility and onne ting the ity to an open fa ility. Therefore the total
ost of the solution produ ed by our algorithm will be equal to the sum
of the ontributions. However, ( , ), where
= max(
; 0),
is no longer a dual feasible solution as it was in the JV algorithm. The
max(
; 0) an be greater than f and hen e the
reason is that
se ond onstraint of the dual program is violated. However, if we show
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that for some R > 1, we an de ne su h that ( =R; =R) is a feasible
)=R is a lower
dual solution, then by the weak duality theorem, (
bound for the optimum solution, and therefore the approximation ratio
of the algorithm is R.
j
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Theorem 2. Let
(j = 1; : : : ; n ) denote the ontribution of ity j
when algorithm 2 terminates. If for every fa ility i, every set of k ities,
 R(f + =1 ), then the
and a xed number R, we have
=1
approximation ratio of the algorithm is at most R.
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Proof. Let
= max(
R ; 0). We will show that ( =R; =R) is a
feasible dual solution. To see that the rst ondition of the dual program
is satis ed, we need to show that
max(
R ; 0)  R . We an
verify that this holds by onsidering the two possible ases ( > R )
and (  R ). As far as the se ond onstraint of the dual program is
on erned, we need to show that =1 max(
R ; 0)  Rf . Let S be
the set of ities for whi h
R > 0. Then =1 max(
R ; 0) =
(
R
).
Thus
the
onstraint
be
omes
equivalent
to
the
ondition
2
 R(f + 2 ), whi h is true due to the assumptions of
2
)=R is a lower
the theorem. Hen e by the weak duality theorem, (
bound for the optimal solution. We also know that the ost of the solution
. This ompletes the proof.
produ ed by our algorithm is
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From now on, we assume without loss of generality that 1  2  : : : 
. For the rest of the analysis, we need the following lemmas.
Lemma 1. For every two ities j; j 0 and fa ility i,
 + + .
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 , the inequality obviously holds. Assume > . Let
Proof. If
i0 be the fa ility that ity j 0 is onne ted to by our algorithm. Thus,
. The ontribution
annot be greater
fa ility i0 is open at time
than
be ause in that ase ity j ould be onne ted to fa ility i0 at
some time t < . Hen e
 . Furthermore, by triangle inequality,
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Proof. Assume, for the sake of ontradi
j and some
P tion, that for some
; 0) > f . By the
i the inequality does not hold, i.e., = max(
ordering on ities, for k  j ,  . Let time t = . By the assumption,
fa ility i is fully paid for before time t. For any ity k, j  k  n for
whi h
> 0 the edge (i; k) must be tight before time t. Moreover,
there must be at least one su h ity. For this ity,
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algorithm will stop growing
as soon as k has a tight edge to a fully
paid for fa ility. The ontradi tion establishes the lemma.
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Subje t to the onstraints introdu ed by these lemmas, we want to nd a
fa tor R su h that for every fa ility i and every set of k ities, =1 
R(f + =1 ). This suggests onsidering the following program.
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For a fa ility i and a set of k ities, S , the variables f and d 's of this
maximization program will orrespond to the opening ost of i, and the
osts of onne ting ea h ity j 2 S to i. Note that it is easy to write the
above program as an LP.
In the following theorem, we prove, by demonstrating an in nite family of instan es, that the approximation ratio of Algorithm 2 is not better
than sup 1 fz g. The proof is not diÆ ult and is omitted.
Theorem 3. For every k , there is an instan e of the fa ility lo ation
problem for whi h Algorithm 2 outputs a solution of ost at least z times
the optimum solution.
The following theorem ombined with theorems 2 and 3 shows that the
fa tor of our algorithm is exa tly equal to sup 1 fz g. The proof is easy
using Lemmas 1 and 2 and is omitted.
Theorem 4. For every fa ility i and every set of k ities, 1  k  n ,
 z (f + =1 ).
we have
=1
Hen e, the following theorem shows that the approximation ratio of our
algorithm is 1.861.
Theorem 5. For every k  1, z  1:861.
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Proof. omitted.

Numeri al omputations using the software pa kage AMPL show that
z300  1:81. Thus, the approximation fa tor of our algorithm is between
1.81 and 1.861. We still do not know the exa t approximation ratio of our
algorithm. The example in Fig. 1 shows that the approximation fa tor of
the algorithm is at least 1.5. The ost of the missing edges in this gure
are equal to the ost of the shortest path in the above graph.
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The approximation ratio of the algorithm is at least 1:5

Running Time Analysis

In order to implement algorithm 2, for ea h fa ility, we an use a heap
data stru ture to maintain a list of events. There are three types of event:
(a) City j starts ontributing towards opening fa ility i; (b) Fa ility i
is being paid for and hen e opened; and ( ) City j onne ts to an open
fa ility i. It is easy to see that there are at most m events of type (a),
n events of type (b), and n events of type ( ), and these events an be
pro essed in times O(log m), O(n ) and O(n log m), respe tively. Hen e,
the total running time of the algorithm is O(m log m).
f

f

4 Experimental Results
We implemented our algorithm in C to see how it behaves in pra ti e. The
test bed of our experiments onsisted of randomly generated instan es.
In ea h instan e, ities and fa ilities were points, drawn uniformly from a
10000  10000 grid, the onne tion osts were a ording to the Eu lidean
distan e, and fa ility opening osts were random integers between 0 and
9999. We used the optimal solution of the LP-relaxation, omputed using
the pa kage AMPL, as a lower bound for the optimal solution of ea h
instan e. The results of our experiments are summarized in Table 1.

5 Variants
In this se tion, we show that our algorithm an also be applied to several
variants of the metri fa ility lo ation problem.
Arbitrary demands: In this version, for ea h ity j , a non-negative
integer demand d , is spe i ed. An open fa ility i an serve this demand
j

Table 1.

n

nf

50
100
100
200
200
300
300
300
300
400
400

20
20
50
50
100
50
80
100
150
100
150

experimental results

# of instan es average ratio worst ratio
20
1.033
1.070
20
1.025
1.071
20
1.026
1.059
20
1.032
1.059
20
1.027
1.064
20
1.034
1.070
20
1.030
1.057
20
1.033
1.053
20
1.029
1.048
20
1.030
1.060
20
1.030
1.050

at the ost of d . The best way to look at this modi ation is to redu e
it to unit demand ase by making d opies of ity j . This redu tion
suggests that we need to hange Algorithm 2, so that ea h ity j raises its
ontribution at rate d . Note that the modi ed algorithm still runs in
O(m log m) in more general ases, where d is fra tional or exponentially
large, and a hieves an approximation ratio of 1.861.
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Fault tolerant fa ility lo ation with uniform

onne tivity re-

We are given a onne tivity requirement r for ea h ity
j , whi h spe i es the number of open fa ilities that ity j should be

quirements:

j

onne ted to. We an see that this problem is losely related to the set
multi- over problem, in the ase at whi h every set an be pi ked at most
on e [15℄. The greedy algorithm for set- over an be adapted for this variant of the multi- over problem a hieving the same approximation fa tor.
We an use the same approa h to deal with the fault tolerant fa ility lo ation: The me hanism of raising dual variables and opening fa ilities is the
same as in our initial algorithm. The only di eren e is that ity j stops
raising its dual variable and withdraws its ontribution from other fa ilities, when it is onne ted to r open fa ilities. We an show that when
all r 's are equal, this algorithm has an approximation ratio of 1.861.
Fa ility lo ation with penalties: In this version we are not required
to onne t every itiy to an open fa ility; however, for ea h ity j , there
is a spe i ed penalty, p , whi h we have to pay, if it is not onne ted to
any open fa ility. We an modify Algorithm 2 for this problem as follows:
If rea hes p before j is onne ted to any open fa ility, the ity j stops
raising its dual variable and keeps its ontribution equal to its penalty
j

j

j

j

j

until it is either onne ted to an open fa ility or all remaining ities stop
raising their dual variables. At this point, the algorithm terminates and
un onne ted ities remain un onne ted. Using the same proof as the one
we used for Algorithm 2, we an show that the approximation ratio of
this algorithm is 2, and its running time is O(m log m).
In this variant, we are given a number l and
we are only required to onne t n l ities to open fa ilities. This problem
an be redu ed to the previous one via Lagrangian relaxation. Very reently, Charikar et al. [2℄ proposed a primal-dual algorithm, based on JV
algorithm, whi h a hieves an approximation ratio of 3. As they showed,
the linear programming formulation of this variant has an unbounded
integrality gap. In order to x this problem, they use the te hnique of
parametri pruning, in whi h they guess the most expensive fa ility in
the optimal solution. After that, they run JV algorithm on the pruned
instan e, where the only allowable fa ilities are those that are not more
expensive than the guessed fa ility. Here we an use the same idea, using
Algorithm 1 rather than the JV algorithm. Using similar methods, we
an prove that this algorithm solves the robust fa ility lo ation problem
with an approximation fa tor of 2.

Robust fa ility lo ation:

apa ities: In real appli ations, it's not usually the ase
that the ost of opening a fa ility is independent of the number of ities
it will serve. But we an assume that we have e onomy of s ales, i.e., the
ost of serving ea h ity de reases when the number of ities in reases.
In order to apture this property, we de ne the following variant of the
apa itated metri fa ility lo ation problem. For ea h fa ility i, there is
an initial opening ost f . After fa ility i is opened, it will ost s to
serve ea h ity. This variant an be solved using metri un apa itated
fa ility lo ation problem: We just have to hange the metri su h that for
ea h ity j and fa ility i, 0 = + s . Clearly, 0 is also a metri and
the solution of the metri un apa itated version to this problem an be
interpreted as a solution to the original problem with the same ost.
We an redu e the variant of the apa itated fa ility lo ation problem
in whi h ea h fa ility an be opened many times [9℄ to this problem by
de ning s = f =u . If in the solution to this problem k ities are onne ted to fa ility i, we open this fa ility dk=u e times. The ost of the solution will be at most two times the original ost so any -approximation
for the un apa itated fa ility lo ation problem an be turned into a 2 approximation for this variant of the apa itated version.

Dealing with

i

i

ij

i

i

ij

i

i

i
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